
The ESP is a program that aims at providing early Arc4dia SNOW service trials to clients whose organization could benefit the 
most from the SNOW. To name a few potential targeted fields: international trade, high-tech, private sensitive information, 
defense contracts, human rights and freedom of the press. Such organizations often have a lot to lose from advanced 
attacks, but quite often not in a position to have security team with the special skills necessary to prevent and mitigate them.

TThis program enables Arc4dia to enhance the guality of the service, and allows participating organizations to benefit from the 
defensive security service, which could potentially find advanced attackers on your network, at zero cost to you.

What is ESP and who is it for?

SNOW is the main defense service offered by Arc4dia. It is the first cyber security monitoring service truly aimed at advanced 
persistent attacks. Unlike the plethora of other services claiming to protect organizations against APTs while relying on the 
same technologies and people behind Anti-Virus software, we are built from the ground up to provide a real fight against the 
advanced attackers . Using strategic and transparent techniques, our security analysts  observe your network for anomalies 
as threats evolve.

What is SNOW?

The program’s duration is variable and will depend on the initial agreement between Arc4dia and your organization.
The base duration is 2 months, but can extend to as long as 6 months.

How long does ESP last?

• Cutting Edge Protection
• Constantly evolving
• Free 24/7 surveillance period
• Free recurrent reports on the activities in your network
• Detection and immediate mitigation of targeted threats
• No interruptions of your company’s daily processes
•• Opportunity to provide feedback for service improvement

Main Features:

Support

Current:
• Windows XP up to 8.1
   (workstation and servers)

Coming Soon:
• Mac OS X
• Linux

Future updates:
• Android
• iOS

Contact Arc4dia to take part in ESP >> www.arc4dia.com   >> info@arc4dia.com   >>  1-866-598-4317  >>


